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< p > I know this is a lot of a star to scouring the sea heart, but suffer from not English friends have been distressed tangled problem.
If you are in the Chinese version of the overseas business website to buy, then direct search site name + Chinese version can be, do
not have to enter the English page to find the option to switch to Chinese page. If you do not have a Chinese version of the Chinese
version of the electricity supplier website fancy a single product, but do not know how to start, please be sure to master the following
five steps as well as some attention to matters! You do not understand the English minutes to get the complex English page and the
purchase process, easy to addictive". first you have to install a vpnnow limited free VPN very few, completely free of charge will not
have to say. If you happen to have a free and stable operation of the software, so congratulations you, scouring the sea the first step
you have no don't even bother to properly fix. No VPN friends, small series suggest you consider to buy a stable VPN, can be in
scouring the sea this little thing can help on the busy, about 10 dollars a month is enough to make your life more rich, why not? Most
VPN software accounts can be used at the same time on multiple devices, so the phone, tablet PCs, laptops, etc. can be used
without pressure at the same time. two, install the browser plug-in < p > open the downloaded good translation plug-in browser,
access to UK business site of Mr Porter, the top of the page in English out of an automatic translation tips, click on the prompt in the
translation, page can be translated into familiar to us Chinese. although the translation accuracy of less than 100%, but still fully
understandable. Such as "what is new" = new arrival, "Derby shoes" = Derby Toms shoes = similar to Oxford Shoes more casual
lace up shoes. In fact, these are not important, as long as you will look on the line. Less accurate translation of the vocabulary, points
to see what is the most simple to sell products but. If the page is not automatically translated into English, right-click blank page click
", translated into Chinese, or in translation tips box options hook selected shall be translated into Chinese, as not to have to look at
look not understand English words to worry about. three, registered a Chinese express delivery site < p > because many foreign web
sites do not support direct mail to China's service, meet the electricity supplier website, you need a transit station. The role of the
transport company is the United States or the United Kingdom local receiving address, the collection of goods and the goods sent
back to the home delivery address. There are a lot of transport companies, GELS service is relatively good, fast response, but the
cost is high, but also need to save. Suggest that you can choose some of the smaller companies, such as Fenglei, friends of the
family, Tongzhou, such as Belden, first pound continued pounds, and does not need to be stored. Have Chinese staff to provide
services directly to the site, with the Chinese register, >
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